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Grammar Pitfalls
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Two Pitfalls
• That or which?
• The dangling participle

That or which:
(Non-)essential clauses & comma use
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Essential or non-essential?
Land that is surrounded by water is an island.

Tasmania, which is surrounded by the waters
of Bass Strait, is a beautiful island.

Essential or non-essential?
Land that is surrounded by water is an island.

Tasmania, which is surrounded by the waters of
Bass Strait, is a beautiful island.
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Essential or non-essential?
Land that is surrounded by water is an island.

Tasmania, which is surrounded by the waters
of Bass Strait, is a beautiful island.

1. Land that is surrounded by water is an island.
No commas; essential clause (essential for meaning)
2. Tasmania, which is surrounded by the waters of Bass Strait,
is an island of great natural beauty.
Commas; non-essential clause (can be missed)
US: only ‘that’ in essential clauses & ‘which’ in non-essential
UK: ‘which’ or ‘that’ in essential clauses & ‘which’ in nonessential
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Which or that? - Comma or not?
• The estrogen [.......] is present in most birth control
pills [.......] is ethinyl estradiol.

• The estrogen drug ethinyl estradiol [.......] is present
in most birth control pills [.......] is only slightly
different from endogenous estradiol.

Which or that? - Comma or not?
• The estrogen that is present in most birth control pills
is ethinyl estradiol.

• The estrogen drug ethinyl estradiol, which is present
in most birth control pills, is only slightly different
from endogenous estradiol.
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https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/usage/that-or-which

Dangling participles
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What’s wrong?
Swinging from tree to tree, we watched the monkeys at the zoo.
Filled with gas, we drove our car all the way to Paris.
Taped to the door, I wrote a note that I would return shortly.

What’s wrong?
Swinging from tree to tree, we watched the monkeys at the zoo.
Filled with gas, we drove our car all the way to Paris.
Taped to the door, I wrote a note that I would return shortly.
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The dangling participle
Present or past participles at the start of an adjectival
phrase:
- Swinging from tree to tree, the monkeys waved at us.
- Filled with gas, our car made it all the way to Paris.
- Although taped to the door, my note drew no
attention.

What’s wrong?

Using an in-house developed script, a global
computational analysis was performed.
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How to rephrase
We used an in-house developed script to perform a
global computational analysis.

A global computational analysis was performed with
the use of / by using an in-house developed script.

Many dangling modifiers result from the use of the passive voice

After separating the participants into groups, I tested Group A.
After separating the participants into groups, Group A was tested.
[I, not Group A, separated the participants into groups.]

Using this procedure, I tested the participants.
The participants were tested using this procedure.
[I, not the participants, used the procedure.]
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Hedging

To hedge: to express caution
Our results suggest …..
To boost: to express conviction
Our results also prove ……
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two opposite actions – same aim
hedging and boosting

to be more convincing

boost: conviction
hedge: awareness of limitations and counterarguments

Hedge

Expression

Modal verbs

would, may, might, can, could, will

Modal adverbsseem, think, believe, doubt, indicate, suggest, assume, tend, look
like, appear to be, estimate, presume, speculate, tend, propose
certainly, definitely,
clearly, probably,

Lexical verbs

Adverbs

possibly, perhaps, conceivably, probably, seemingly

Nouns

assumption, possibility, probability, suggestion, likelihood,
tendency, to my knowledge, appearance, indication

Adjectives

certain, definite, clear, probable, possible

Adverbs of frequency

often, sometimes, usually, mostly, in general, largely, more or less
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can/could/may/might/would

Can-could-may-might
I can go to the cinema tonight.
I could go to the cinema tonight.
I may go to the cinema tonight.
I might go to the cinema tonight.
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Can
Ability – possibility
These results can be explained by….
Prostate cancer can also result in significant urinary disfunction.

Could
Tentative possibility and general ability
Many factors could contribute to a relapse…
This model could be extended to mobile data plans as well.
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May
Possibility
The experiment may prove to be inconclusive.
Our findings suggest that the association may indeed be the result
of…..

Might
Tentative possibility
Another possibility might be the modest dose of the intervention.
Health information might more strongly meet the needs of survivors
and their partners who….
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Boosting

Boosters
Verbs and modals
conclude, demonstrate, establish, must, prove, show, will (not), shall (not)
Adverbs
always, beyond doubt, clearly, consistently, evidently, definitely, inevitable,
obviously, of course, precisely, substantially, surely, unambiguously,
undoubtedly, unquestionably
Adjectives
certain, clear, conclusive, evident, definite, inconceivable, impossible,
improbably, obvious, significant, sure, unambiguous
Nouns
certainty, confirmation, the fact that
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Vinkers et al.: Use of positive and negative words in scientific PubMed abstracts between
1974 and 2014: retrospective analysis (BMJ dec 2015)

• Positive and—to a lesser extent—negative words are increasingly used
over the past four decades.
• Trend also present in high impact journals, but less significantly
pronounced
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Show, don’t tell
Epi-Decoder provides an orthogonal and powerful strategy in which a
very challenging proteomics problem is addressed by DNA sequencing.
Here we demonstrate that Epi-Decoder enables an unbiased,
comprehensive and quantitative analysis of protein occupancy of a
single locus in budding yeast.

Warning!

Overdoing the boosting
is as unconvincing as overdoing the hedging
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